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We introduced a new trends and innovations on Infectious Diseases and Control which is scheduled during October 07-08, 2020 in Zurich, Switzerland. We have introduced a theme “Identifying the Various Infectious Diseases and the ways to control”. We truly believe in learning a new aspects in a day will change your entire life.

This International two day conference will provide practical evidence based strategies to engage your workforce and reduce the spread of acute healthcare associated infections. Infectious Diseases 2020 is to promote the health awareness which includes plenary speeches, roundtable discussions, symposiums, abstracts, and workshops on Infection Prevention and Control risks, in related to Infectious Diseases. The goal was to bring together a multidisciplinary group to identify important issues relating to Infection Prevention in Switzerland, Europe, United States, and Asia Pacific, Middle East. Specifically the barriers to a wider recognition of the disease, and to develop an orchestrated action plan. Over 500 scientists, clinicians, nurses, patients, government officials, and representatives from pharmaceutical companies will participate to explore the Infectious Diseases and prevention research. This summary provides the recommendations from the conference that will be used to develop an action plan for the Infection Prevention and Control.

Expert Level

Expert level Award is contributed to who have presented their work in a passionately and highly skillfully on the arena of Infectious Diseases 2020. It is the most exalted and distinguished award of the entire conference and it is noted as a Scientific Service Achievement award. The entry level eligibility for this award is that one should have a minimum of 20+ years of experience in the respective area public or corporate Sector. This award is purely dedicated to the one who engrosses the attention of the audience with his/her fascinated and the current challenging research towards the subject.

Professional Level

This award is purely recommended to the professional experts, academic researchers, publishers acquired in the field of Infectious Diseases 2020 either public or commercial sector experts. This niche having a minimum criterion in the research knowledge of 10+years of experience on the above area with most relevant accomplishments. Part-time research experience would be counted as pro-rata. It is calculated ranging from the date you obtained the (first) degree entitling you to commence an academic degree (Doctorate), even if a doctorate was never started or envisaged. You can recommend the noteworthy professional through online.

Scholar Level

This category offers to the Young and efficient scholars, Young researchers, upcoming scientists, masters having 10+ years research experience in the domain of Infectious Diseases 2020. The main theme of this conference is to bring the international professionals and experts sitting under the common roof to expand their network. The time duration under this category is 25-20 minutes of oral presentation on the Academic and scientific research topics based on the challenging sessions. We can directly nominate this award through online.

Women Scientist

Our conference has put forward to encourage the women scientists in the science and technology field. Through this endeavor of this award, concerted efforts have been made to give women a strong foothold into the scientific profession. Women are an important section of the workforce more particularly in the science and research. Our main motive is to uplift the inner hidden talent and knowledge to pursue the Infectious Diseases 2020 research in frontier areas of science and research. We welcome all the women scholars, scientists, researchers from Universities/industries who are having minimum of +10 years of experience to join in this forum. We wholeheartedly welcome all the talented and dynamic women professionals. Anyone can propose this award through online.

Outstanding Speaker

This award is recognizing for an individual who can present, strategies, and schemes that are enforced to enhance long-run excellence in medical specialty. We can directly nominate this award through online.

Best Keynote Speaker

This category of award encourages for best keynote speakers who will present their latest researchers, commercial project ideas, schemes, that would be permissible to improve the long run excellence in the arena of Infectious Diseases 2020. This would be benefited to you and your business. Consider taking this advantage of the opportunity of this award. Deserving of this award will be judged by the audience through online.
Best Poster Presentation

Student Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to encourage students and recent graduates to present their original research. All accepted abstracts will be presented at the poster sessions during the conference. Conference Series aims at setting a platform for all the budding scientists and researchers to present their real-time work and share their views and aspects related to the theme of the conference. You can nominate someone deserving of the award through online.

Outstanding Thesis

This award is recognizing for Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate thesis work Presentation who will present their projects and thesis that have been implemented to improve long-term excellence in the field of Infectious Diseases 2020. You can nominate deserving of the award through online. You can nominate someone deserving of the award through online.
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